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SIDIS Kinematics 
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PhT = p┴ +z k┴ 

p┴ 



Multiplicities in SIDIS 
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SIDIS 

DIS 

Kinamtical factors cancel leaving the ratio of structure functions: 



Multiplicities in SIDIS 
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For simple Gaussian distributions in kT and pT 

For p0  at large x, when sea contribution can be neglected the ratio e’π0X/ e'X  should 
follow z-dependence of the fragmentation function (after integration over PT) 
   



π0 SIDIS: advantages-I 
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 1)  suppression of higher-twist contributions at large hadron 
energy fraction (particularly important at JLab energies where 
small z  events are contaminated by target fragmentation) 
 
2) the absence of ρ0  production which complicates the 
interpretation of the charged single-pion data 
 
3) the fragmentation functions for u  and d  quarks to π0  are 
the same in first approximation 
 
4) suppression of spin-dependent fragmentation for π0 s, due to 
the roughly equal magnitude and opposite sign of the Collins 
fragmentation functions for up and down  



π0 SIDIS: advantages-II 
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5) longitudinal photon contribution, is suppressed in exclusive 
neutral pions production with respect to the transverse photon 
contribution, which is higher twist, suggesting that longitudinal 
photon contribution to SIDIS π0  will also be suppressed.  
 
6) at large x , where the sea contribution is negligible, π0  
multiplicities and double spin asymmetries will provide direct info 
on the fragmentation function of u  and d -quarks to pπ0 .  
 
7) π0  data has  better uniformity and smaller variations of 
averages of PT  with x  due to correlations between longitudinal 
and transverse momentum of quarks and hadrons 
 
8) Particle ID (invariant mass of 2 photons) very different from 
charged pions 



Generators for MC simulations 
•  Full event generators (PYTHIA, PEPSI, LEPTO) 
•  Dedicated event generators (e’hX,e’hhx,…) 
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Types of event generators: 

1)  Providing events with cross section 
1)  pros: easier defined systematics, can be directly compared 

with data 
2)  cons: require huge statistics to provide acceptance functions 

for kinematic edges with reasonable error bars.  
2)  Phase space with realistic x-sections provided as weight factors. 

1)  pros: acceptance for all acceptable kinematics can be provided 
with small error bars, much faster, easy to incorporate different 
models 

2)  cons: more efforts to define systematics, need weighting  



CLAS12: SIDIS-MC vs Data (200 files ~10% of 1 run) 
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In a wide kinematical range (θe>12) scattered lepton distributions are consistent with 
SIDIS-MC (Lund) 

Candidate for first SIDIS publication:  ep à e’π0X 

e’π0X/ e'X ratio (ratio of semi-inclusive π0 to inclusive electron): 
need good control over acceptance for neutrals, radiative 
corrections  



Identification of pi0 
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•  Higher the minimum energy cut, less background  
•  Background well described in the SIDIS MC 

Egmin>0.4 GeV Egmin>0.7 GeV 

Run4250  

SIDIS-MC  



Understanding the background under π0 mass 
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•  The peak (and surrounding) are dominated by single and 2 pi0 
events (red and blue) both for 0.4 GeV and 0.7 GeV min. 
energy cuts (may be more enhanced after better fid. cuts) 

•  Small fraction of events comes from radiative gammas (dashed 
red) and multi-photon events (dashed blue) 

Eγmin>0.4 GeV Eγmin>0.7 GeV SIDIS-MC  



Kinematical distributions 
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•  Kinemtical distributions well described in the SIDIS MC 
•  Rec efficiency  of pi0s with Eg>0.4 is ~15% at small angles  

Reconstruction Efficiency fro 
clasDIS MC 

Egmin>0.4 GeV 



Understanding the background under π0 mass 
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•  Sectors agree within error bars 
•  More π0s in MC at higher energy due to excess of 

exclusive events in MC 

Egmin>0.4 GeV 

Sector dependence from Run 4205  

Ratio of data to  clasDIS MC 
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  e’π0X: clas12 vs SIDIS-MC 
 

clas12 vs clasDIS LUND generator 
1) Distributions of SIDIS pi0s are reasonable 
2) Need to improve fiducial cuts and correct for 
radiative effects.  

2<Ee<6 GeV 
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 clas12:  e’π0X multiplicity   
 

Efficiency fairly constant at z>0.25 

•  Ratio e’π0X/ e'X  follows z-dependence of the fragmentation function  
•  Multiplicity consistent with HERMES,clas6,LO FFs 
•  Improve the fiducial cuts and estimate systematics due to various cuts 

DSS07,LO 



Summary 
•  Ratio e’π0X/ e'X  provides direct info on the z,PT-dependence of the 

fragmentation function  
•  Two different version of MC developed for comparison with data 
•  There is a good agreement of MC with π0-distributions from data in 

certain kinematics for electrons (theta>12 degree) 
•  First preliminary π0  multiplicity extracted from 0.5% data is consistent 

with LO FF calculations  
•  Development of the analysis procedure in progress 

•  Collaboration with theorists in Jlab (A. Signori, N. Sato) aiming at 
extraction of underlying multidimensional (z,PT) fragmentation functions 
from measured multiplicities for pions 
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Support slides… 



Generating  SIDIS 

0 (twist-4) 

Ntracks  A     N   l-pol  N-pol l-ID    Ebeam  T  T-ID process-ID x-section 

Full event generator (PEPSI) 
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Generating  SIDIS with dedicated e’piX-generator 

Dedicated SIDIS generator 
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COATJAVA GEMC  4a.8.4 



Reproduce SIDIS output with MC 

p┴ SIDIS MC in 7D (10D) 
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Provide an input  set of SFl 
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Output counts for a given 
energy and detector setup 



Radiative SIDIS 
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+….. 
 additional photon can be described by three additional variables: 

 The phase space of the real photon: 

Akushevich&Ilyichev in progress 
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π0-Multiplicities in SIDIS: clas6 
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pi0-multiplicities consistent in a wide range of beam energies, 
indicating pi0 production is not sensitive to higher twist effects 



CLAS12-MC vs theory: defining variables 
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Boglione et al. 
 

zh= 

PTc= 

use MC PT 

use MC z=Eh/νx = Q

2
/2(qP )

z = (PhP )/(qP ) = Eh/⌫

JLab12 



Consistency check for z and PT 
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Boglione et al. 
 

zh= 

PT= 

x = Q

2
/2(qP )

z = (PhP )/(qP ) = Eh/⌫

use Eq. with MC PT 
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